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ABSTRACT
A necessary step in the implementation of three-dimensional spa-
tial data types for spatial database systems and GIS is the develop-
ment of robust geometric primitives. The authors have previously
shown the need for 3D spatial data types and rigorously defined
them. In this paper, we propose a set of 3D geometric primitives
that can be used to implement them robustly. We provide for their
robustness by specifying them using rational numbers. In the dis-
cretization of space, the developers of two-dimensional spatial data
types have used simplicial complexes, realms or dual grids to pro-
duce robustness, but extending any of these to 3D is not adequate.
Furthermore, rational number theory is sufficiently developed to
apply to 3D implementation primitives. Efforts are lacking, how-
ever, in the field of spatial databases to show that spatial opera-
tions involving 3D spatial data types are closed under rational arith-
metic. We therefore define four geometric primitives using rational
numbers:point, segment, facetandsolid which correspond to 0D,
1D, 2D and 3D spatial objects respectively. Also, we comparethe
rational specification of 3D primitives to the discretization meth-
ods used in 2D. Finally, we show that intersections involving these
primitives have rational closure. We therefore conclude that use of
rational numbers in the design of geometric primitives provides for
a robust implementation of three-dimensional spatial datatypes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:H.2.8 Database Applica-
tions — Spatial Databases and GIS.

General Terms: Design, Algorithms, Theory.

Keywords: geometric primitives, rational numbers, discrete model,
3D spatial data types, spatial database, GIS.

1. INTRODUCTION
The development of a three-dimensional spatial database system

requires determining how to robustly represent three-dimensional
spatial data types in computer memory. Spatial database systems
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have more demanding robustness requirements than standardpro-
gramming languages can provide. Implementations of both the def-
initions of spatial data types and spatial operations must produce re-
sults that are much closer to exactness than is possible in floating or
fixed point operations. They must especially provide for topologi-
cal correctness. We will propose in this paper that implementers of
3D spatial database systems use arbitrary precision rational arith-
metic rather than simplicial complexes, realms or dual grids that
the developers of two-dimensional database systems have used.

Developing a robust implementation of 3D spatial data typesini-
tially requires two things. First of all, we must specify 3D geo-
metric primitives through which we can represent the data types in
computer storage. We will specify them using rational numbers so
that we can use an arbitrary precision rational number system to
perform high precision arithmetic in the spatial database system.

Secondly, for rational arithmetic to be feasible for 3D spatial
database systems, spatial operations in 3D must have rational clo-
sure. Thus, we will show that the primitives have rational intersec-
tions. Since mathematicians long ago proved the closure of rational
arithmetic, we will therefore show that a 3D spatial database sys-
tem is closed for both arithmetic and spatial operations when using
rational numbers.

This work is an important step in the implementation of 3D spa-
tial data types. We proceed in the following way. Section 2 dis-
cusses related work. Section 3 presents the 3D geometric imple-
mentation primitives. Section 4 shows the rational closureof in-
tersections of the 3D primitives. Section 5 draws conclusions and
discusses future work.

2. RELATED WORK IN DESIGN,
DISCRETIZATION AND RATIONAL
NUMBERS

The work presented in this paper has as a basis work that has
been done in three areas related to the robust implementation of
3D spatial database systems. These three areas are the design of
abstract three-dimensional spatial data types, the discretization of
spatial objects and the use of rational numbers. We now proceed
one by one to discuss these related areas.

If we are to talk about implementation issues for abstract 3Dspa-
tial data types and about robustness in particular, their design must
exist so that it is clear what we are implementing. It must also be
clear that they are important. The authors’ work in [9] provides a
comprehensive and rigorous definition of 3D data types. In [9], we
rigorously define the data types and specify geometric spatial op-
erations. We also reveal a need for them. We intend this modeling



of the 3D spatial data types as a first step in developing them.We
give both unstructured and structured definitions of the data types
which arepoint3D, line3D, surface, relief andvolume. We refer the
reader to [9] for the definitions of the abstract data types and other
detailed information on our abstract design.

It is impossible to exactly represent the continuous boundaries or
interiors of spatial objects in finite computer memory. Likethe im-
plementers of 2D spatial data types have done, we must therefore
use simple objects called geometric primitives to form discretized
approximations of 3D spatial objects. When we specify 3D geo-
metric primitives, we must define operations including predicates
which give relationships between the primitives. The work reported
in [12] performs the important task of classifying 3D topologi-
cal relationships between spatial objects using the 9-intersection
model, but does not deal with primitives and does not providepre-
cise mathematical formulas for operations between primitives.

To discretize spatial objects, we must also discretize space. The
developers of 2D systems have used simplicial complexes or realms
to discretize space and have suggested the use of dual grids.We
therefore now review some literature on the use of simplicial com-
plexes, realms or dual grids in 2D spatial database systems.

The discussion in [6] provides an excellent overview of simpli-
cial complexes and realms in 2D spatial database systems. Simpli-
cial complexes have shortcomings which [8] points out. Their in-
dependence from computer arithmetic makes it difficult to connect
them to finite arithmetic and spatial databases. Also, the triangu-
lar networks formed by the 2-complexes contain more information
than is needed for a spatial database system.

Thus, many current implementations of 2D spatial database sys-
tems rely on realms which were originally developed in [8]. A
realm in 2D is a grid with points and line segments. The grid
points and line segments are geometric primitives for 2D spatial
data types. The work in [8] provides a thorough, robust design and
implementation of realms for a 2D spatial database system. Al-
though use of realms overcomes the problems of simplicial com-
plexes, it has some problems of its own. Most of these problems
relate to the redrawing process required when a spatial object is up-
dated or inserted into a database. See [3] for a treatment of these
issues. These problems are minor relative to the problems solved
by realms, but they invite attempts at improvements.

Dual grids, as proposed in [3], rely on realms also. However,
two grids are formed instead of only one, a grid for point objects
and a grid for line segments. Dual grids even use rational numbers
to obtain exact representations of the grid points. Use of dual grids
has the potential to overcome many of the problems of realms.

Developers have successfully used realms and simplicial com-
plexes to implement 2D spatial databases. Dual grids also show
promise. It is not adequate, however, to extend these discretization
methods to three dimensions. Realms have closure problems when
extended to 3D. When using realms, the intersection of a lineand
plane must occur at a grid point of the realm. However, even the
nearest realm grid point in 3D is probably not in the plane. With
the rational implementation that we propose in this paper, we es-
sentially have no grid beyond what the limits of finite computer
memory impose on an arbitrary precision rational number system.
We discuss more later on how the use of rational numbers in 3D
provides a better discretization method and, thus, better robustness.

Next, we discuss what has been done to use rational numbers to
produce robust results in spatial systems. To do so, we must answer
two questions. First of all, what arbitrary precision rational number
arithmetic packages have been developed and are they adequate?
Also, what have spatial database researchers done to determine how
rational software handles the intersection of 3D spatial objects?

In the past ten years researchers in computational geometryhave
done a lot of development work with rational software with a view
towards applying the software to spatial objects. The evidence pre-
sented in [11] shows that research and development in computa-
tional geometry was headed in that direction ten years ago. Since
then, developers have produced packages such as MAPC [7], PARI
[1], apfloat [10] and rational arithmetic components withinboth
LEDA and CGAL [2], to name a few. The cited papers report on
the robustness of the rational arithmetic in these systems.Thus,
plenty of adequate rational systems exist.

It is, of course, possible to perform robust arithmetic using ratio-
nal numbers because they are both dense and closed under the ba-
sic arithmetic operations. What about spatial operations involving
a line or plane in three dimensions? This is an important question
because two of the 3D geometric primitives (which we presentin
Section 3) come from finite restrictions of lines and planes.The
spatial database community has seen some work applying rational
numbers to the representation of spatial objects. The work in [5,
4, 3] shows many are aware of the possibilities of rational repre-
sentation of geometric primitives in both 2D and 3D. In orderfor
rational specification of 3D geometrics primitives to produce a ro-
bust 3D spatial database system, however, the intersections of the
primitives must be rational. We are not aware of any work within
the spatial database community showing that the intersections of
3D geometric primitives are rational. Therefore, after defining the
3D primitives in the next section (Section 3), we will prove that
they have rational intersections in Section 4.

3. GEOMETRIC PRIMITIVES FOR
THREE DIMENSIONS

Geometric primitives are simple objects that are used to approx-
imate and implement spatial objects in computer storage. The geo-
metric primitives that we will specify for three-dimensional spa-
tial databases systems are, intuitively, single points, line segments,
plane segments and solids in 3D space. By plane segments, we
mean a finite, contiguous part of a plane. Single points repre-
sent apoint3Dobject and many small line segments approximate a
curvedline3D object. A collection of plane segments approximate
a surface, relief or a boundary of avolume. One or more solids ap-
proximate avolume. So, we can specify all five abstract 3D spatial
data types using the four 3D primitives that we are about to specify.

We name the 3D geometric primitivespoint, segment, facetand
solid. Note that since these objects are primitives, they do not need
to have holes or multi-component parts. It is the abstract spatial
data types that must provide for holes and multi-component parts.
Rather, we represent a hole in asurface, relief or volumeusing a
primitive. Furthermore, we use a set of primitives to represent each
component in an object that has multi-component parts.

In theory, we would like to specify the primitives using the ab-
stract set of rational numbersQ. In practice, this is impossible
because of the finiteness of computer memory. So, instead, wees-
tablish a setQrepr which contains as many rational numbers as are
possible to represent in the memory available. Despite thisfinite
representation, there are advantages to this approach overother im-
plementations of spatial database systems including thoseemploy-
ing realms and dual grids. First of all, the use ofQrepr takes us
beyond the fixed lengths available in existing spatial database sys-
tems by using arbitrary precision rational number systems.The set
Qrepr of representable rational numbers has much greater precision
than types such asfloat, double and longdouble. Secondly,
the setQrepr contains many more numbers than there are along an
axis in a realm. Thus, we can represent many more coordinates



than a realm can. In effect, we have a very fine grid here in which
the number of grid points available to represent the primitives is
|Qrepr|3. This is also an improvement over dual grids because of
their need, even in 2D, for two grids, a point grid and segmentgrid.
Our approach requires only one grid. Also, we are not aware of
anyone who has actually implemented dual grids, not even in 2D.
Finally, because we rationally specify our 3D primitives, the realm
based and geometric primitive based layers of [8] merge intoa sin-
gle layer here.

As we specify the primitives, we will, as might be expected, give
definitions that indicate what they look like. Lack of space,how-
ever, prevents us from giving all the operations of the primitives.
Thus, we have several priorities in selecting operations tospec-
ify. Most importantly, we define operations on primitives needed
to define other primitives. Also, we concentrate on operations for
the first three primitives,point, segmentandfacet. This is because
thesolid operations are not necessary for defining other primitives.
Also, there are far too many operations involvingsolid to fit in this
paper. We must concentrate on predicates as opposed to operations
that yield another primitive because predicates are more important
for defining other primitives. We do, however, define the important
intersection operations that yield a primitive. We will give both sig-
natures and semantics for all operations that we define. We will also
provide figures for most of the operations involvingfacets. Figures
for operations involving twosegments, however, are already avail-
able in the literature such as [8].

3.1 The Primitivespoint and segment
First, we definepoint andsegment. We define these two primi-

tives together because operations between them are necessary to de-
fine operations involvingsegments. The primitivepoint is a point in
3D space which has representable rational numbers as its elements.
We define it as follows.

point= {(x,y,z) |x,y,z∈ Qrepr}.

We need the following two predicates onpoints to definesegment.
Supposep1 = (x1,y1,z1) andp2 = (x2,y2,z2) are twopoints. When
the twopoints areequal,

= : point× point → bool
p1 = p2 ⇔ x1 = x2∧y1 = y2∧z1 = z2.

When they arenot equal,

6= : point× point → bool
p1 6= p2 ⇔ x1 6= x2∨y1 6= y2∨z1 6= z2.

Whenp1 6= p2, we also say thatp1 andp2 aredisjoint.
Now, we can definesegment. It is an ordered pair ofpoints.

segment= {(p1, p2) | p1, p2 ∈ point, p1 < p2}.

Thus,p1 andp2 are the endpoints of a three-dimensionalsegment.
Next, we define two predicates betweenpoint andsegmentthat are
important in defining operations between twosegments. Supposep
is apoint ands = (p1, p2) is asegmentwherep1 = (x1,y1,z1) and
p2 = (x2,y2,z2). Then we say thatp on sif p lies on thesegment s.
That is,

on : point×segment→ bool
p on s⇔ p∈ {q = (x,y,z) |

(i) (x1 ≤ x≤ x2)∨ (x2 ≤ x≤ x1)
(ii) (y1 ≤ y≤ y2)∨ (y2 ≤ y≤ y1)
(iii) (z1 ≤ z≤ z2)∨ (z2 ≤ z≤ z1)

(iv)
x−x1

x2−x1
=

y−y1

y2−y1
=

z−z1

z2−z1
}.

The in predicate is almost the same as theon predicate. The only
difference is that thepoint cannot lie on the endpoints of theseg-
ment. Thus,

in : point×segment→ bool
p in s ⇔ p∈ {q = (x,y,z) |

(i) q on s
(ii) (x 6= x1)∧ (x 6= x2)
(iii) (y 6= y1)∧ (y 6= y2)
(iv) (z 6= z1)∧ (z 6= z2)}.

Whenp in s, we can also say thats overlaps por thats intersects p.
Also, when¬(p on s), we say thatp ands aredisjoint.

Now, we define operations between twosegments. We refer the
reader to [8] for a figure illustrating them. Supposes1 = (p1, p2)
ands2 = (q1,q2) are twosegments. Also, supposep1 = (x1,y1,z1),
p2 = (x2,y2,z2), q1 = (x3,y3,z3) and q2 = (x4,y4,z4). Whens1
ands2 areequal,

= : segment×segment→ bool
s1 = s2 ⇔ p1 = q1∧ p2 = q2.

When they arenot equal,

6= : segment×segment→ bool
s1 6= s2 ⇔ p1 6= q1∨ p2 6= q2.

The twosegments s1 ands2 overlap if they share a commonseg-
ment. This means that thesegments must lie in the same line. Thus,

overlaps: segment×segment→ bool
s1 overlaps s2 ⇔

(i) (p1 in s2)∨ (p2 in s2)
∨ (q1 in s1)∨ (q2 in s1) ∧

(ii)
x3−x1

x2−x1
=

y3−y1

y2−y1
=

z3−z1

z2−z1
∧

(iii)
x4−x1

x2−x1
=

y4−y1

y2−y1
=

z4−z1

z2−z1
.

Theymeetif they have exactly one common endpoint and no other
commonpoints. Therefore, if the twosegments meet, it is not pos-
sible for them to intersect at any other place besides their common
endpoint. That is, if⊕ is the XOR operator,

meets: segment×segment→ bool
s1 meets s2 ⇔ (i) ¬ (s1 overlaps s2) ∧

(ii) (p1 = q1)⊕ (p1 = q2)
⊕(p2 = q1)⊕ (p2 = q2).

They intersectif they have one common point other than their end-
points. In the next section (Section 4) we show that this common
point is rational. More precisely,

intersects: segment× segment→ bool
s1 intersects s2 ⇔ ∃p∈point : (p in s1)

∧ (p in s2).

Onesegment touchesthe othersegmentif they have one common
point which is the endpoint of exactly one of thesegments.

touches: segment×segment→ bool

s1 touches s2 ⇔ (i) ¬ (s1 overlaps s2) ∧
(ii) (p1 in s2)∨ (p2 in s2)

∨(q1 in s1)∨ (q2 in s1).



They arecollinear if they are in the same line, but have no common
points.

collinear : segment×segment→ bool

s1 collinear s2 ⇔
(i) s1 6= s2∧¬ (s1 meets s2)

∧¬ (s1 overlaps s2) ∧

(ii)
x3−x1

x2−x1
=

y3−y1

y2−y1
=

z3−z1

z2−z1
∧

(iii)
x4−x1

x2−x1
=

y4−y1

y2−y1
=

z4−z1

z2−z1
.

The twosegments arecoplanar if they lie in the same plane. Note
that if twosegments are notcoplanar, then it is impossible for them
to meet, intersect, overlapor touch. Neither can they becollinear.

coplanar: segment×segment→ bool

s1 coplanar s2 ⇔

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x2−x1 y2−y1 z2−z1
x3−x1 y3−y1 z3−z1
x4−x1 y4−y1 z4−z1

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0.

Two segments aredisjoint if they have no commonpoints. Stated
in terms of the previous definitions, they aredisjoint if they are not
equaland they do notmeet, intersect, overlapor touch.

There is also an operation involvingsegments that yields another
primitive as its result rather than a boolean value. It isintersection.
When twosegments intersect, theintersectionoperation yields the
point at which they intersect. Anintersectionmay occur whenever
the segments meet, intersector touch. If the segments s1 and s2
meet, intersector touch, then

intersection: segment×segment→ point
intersection(s1,s2) = (x1 + l1t, y1 +m1t, z1 +n1t)

where

t =
l3−m3

−l1m3 + l3m1
, l1 =

x2−x1

d1
,

m1 =
y2−y1

d1
, n1 =

z2−z1

d1
,

d1 =
√

(x2−x1)2 +(y2−y1)2 +(z2−z1)2,

l3 =
x4−x3

d3
, m3 =

y4−y3

d3
, and

d3 =
√

(x4−x3)2 +(y4−y3)2 +(z4−z3)2.

We will show that this intersection is rational in the next section
(Section 4) despite the presence of square roots.

3.2 The Primitive facet
Now we can turn our attention to definingfacet. Intuitively, a

facet is a finite, contiguous part of a plane in three-dimensional
space. We usefacets as the discrete building blocks forsurfaces,
reliefs and boundaries ofvolumes. To definefacetwe usesegments
just like we usedpoints to definesegment. That is,segments give
the boundary of afacet like points give the boundary or endpoints
of a segment. We will refer to thesegments forming the boundary
of a facetas boundarysegments. Rigorously,

facet= {{s0,s1, ...,sm−1} |
(i) ∀i ∈ {0, ...,m−1}, si ∈ segment
(ii) ∀i ∈ {0, ...,m−1},

si meets s(i+1) modm
(iii) No more than two ofs0,s1, ..., and

sm−1 meetat any onepoint
(iv) ∀i, j ∈ {0, ...,m−1},

si andsj is coplanar}.

Thus, the boundarysegments of afacetares0,s1, ...,sm−1.
To define some of the operations involvingfacets, we need to

know whether two objects are in the same plane. So, the first oper-
ation we define forfacets is thecoplanarpredicate. We will use the
type variableγ ranging over{point, segment, facet}. Let o∈ γ and
let f be afacet. Furthermore, letp = (x,y,z) be apoint of o and let
p3 = (x3,y3,z3), p4 = (x4,y4,z4) and p5 = (x5,y5,z5) be disjoint
points (i.e., endpoints) in the boundarysegments of f . Then,

coplanar: γ× facet→ bool

o coplanar f ⇔

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

x−x3 y−y3 z−z3
x4−x3 y4−y3 z4−z3
x5−x3 y5−y3 z5−z3

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

= 0.

More generally, to define operations involvingfacets, we must
consider operations that involve apoint, a segmentand another
facet. We first consider predicates involving apoint and afacet.
These are the predicateson, in andout. They test whether apoint is
on one of the boundarysegments of afacet, or is inside or outside
of the boundary formed by the boundarysegments. Theon andin
operations, in particular, are superficially analogous to theon and
in operations forpoints andsegments. If f is afacet, as before, and
p = (x,y,z) is apoint,

on : point× facet→ bool
p on f ⇔ ∃s∈ f : p on s.

Supposexmax, ymaxandzmaxare the maximum coordinate values in
the boundarysegments defining thefacet f. Furthermore, letpbig =
(xbig,ybig,zbig) be apoint that iscoplanarwith thefacet f such that
xbig > xmax, ybig > ymaxandzbig > zmax. Thus,pbig must be outside
the facet f. Next, letsp be thesegment(p, pbig). Intuitively, if p
is inside the boundary formed by the boundarysegments of f , then
sp must intersect, touchor meetan odd number of the boundary
segments. Formally, letSon( f ) be the set ofsegments in f whose
right (but not left) endpoint ison sp. Also, let Si( f ) be the set of
segments in f that intersect sp. Then,

in : point× facet→ bool
p in f ⇔ ¬(p on f) ∧ |Son( f )|+ |Si( f )| is odd,

out : point× facet→ bool
p out f ⇔ ¬(p on f ∨ p in f).

Whenp out f, we also callp and f disjoint.
There are many operations involving asegmentand afacet. Fig-

ure 1 illustrates them. Let us again suppose thats = (p1, p2) is a
segmentand thatf = { s0,s1, ... , sm−1 } is a facet. Thesegment
overlapsthe facetwhen part of it lies inside thefacet. That is,

overlaps: segment× facet→ bool
s overlaps f⇔ (i) s coplanar f

(ii) ((p1 in f ∧ p2 out f)
∨ (p2 in f ∧ p1 out f))

∨ (p1 out f ∧ p2 out f
∧ (∃si ∈ f : si intersects s

∨ si touches s)).



It meetsthe facet when it touchesor meetsa boundarysegment
of the facet. If the segment touchesthe facet, however, then its
endpoint must lie on the boundarysegmentof the facetrather than
the other way around. (This distinguishesmeetsfrom a predicate
we will cover later,tangent.)

meets: segment× facet→ bool

s meets f⇔
(i) ¬ (s overlaps f) ∧
(ii) ∃i ∈ {0, ...,m−1},∃si ∈ f :

si meets s
∨ (si touches s
∧ (p1 on si ∨ p2 on si)).

They intersectif the interior of thesegmentgoes through onepoint
in the interior of thefacet. In the next section (Section 4), we show
that the point where theyintersectis rational and, thus, is apoint.

intersects: segment× facet→ bool
s intersects f⇔ ∃p in s: p in f

∧ ¬ (s coplanar f).

Thesegment touchesthe facetwhen an endpoint of thesegmentis
in the interior of thefacet.

touches: segment× facet→ bool
s touches f⇔ (p1 in f ⊕ p2 in f )

∧ ¬ (s overlaps f).

When asegment overlapsa boundarysegmentof a facet, theseg-
mentandfacetareincident.

incident : segment× facet→ bool
s incident f ⇔ ∃i ∈ {0, ...,m−1},∃si ∈ f :

si overlaps s.

They aretangentwhen thesegment intersectsone of the boundary
segments of thefacet. It can alsotouchthe boundarysegment, but
only if the endpoint of the boundarysegmentis on thesegment.

tangent: segment× facet→ bool

s tangent f⇔ (i) ¬ (s overlaps f) ∧
(ii) ∃i ∈ {0, ...,m−1},∃si ∈ f :

(si intersects s)
∨(si touches s∧ ¬ p1 on si

∧ ¬ p2 on si).

Note that asegmentcan betangentwith a facetat more than one
point. Thesegmentlies insidea facetwhen it is completely within
the facet.

inside: segment× facet→ bool

s inside f ⇔ (i) (p1 in f ∨ p1 on f)
∧(p2 in f ∨ p2 on f) ∧

(ii) ¬ (∃si ∈ f : si intersects s
∨ si touches s).

It lies outsidethe facetwhen none of thesegmentis in thefacet.

outside: segment× facet→ bool

s outside f⇔ (i) p1 out f ∧ p2 out f ∧
(ii) ¬ (s intersects f)

∧ ¬ (s overlaps f)
∧ ¬ (s tangent f).

Figure 1: Predicates between asegmentand afacet

Equivalently, we say thatsand f aredisjoint whens outside f.
Next, we define an operation involving asegmentand afacetthat

yields another primitive as its result. It is theintersectionoperation
for asegmentand afacet. If the segmentandfacetare notcoplanar
andmeet, intersect, touchor aretangent,

intersection: segment× facet→ point
intersection(s, f ) = (x1 + lt , y1 +mt, z1 +nt)

where

t =
Γ(x3−x1)+∆(y3−y1)+Φ(z3−z1)

Γl +∆m+Φn
,

l =
x2−x1

d
, m=

y2−y1

d
, n =

z2−z1

d
,

d =
√

(x2−x1)2 +(y2−y1)2 +(z2−z1)2,

Γ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

y4−y3 z4−z3
y5−y3 z5−z3

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

∆ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

x4−x3 z4−z3
x5−x3 z5−z3

∣

∣

∣

∣

,

and Φ =

∣

∣

∣

∣

x4−x3 y4−y3
x5−x3 y5−y3

∣

∣

∣

∣

.

Γ, ∆ andΦ are the coefficients in the general equation of the plane
in which the facet is located. We will show more about how a
solution such as this is obtained and that it is rational in Section 4.



There are also many operations involving twofacets. Figure
2 illustrates them. The first four predicates we define are crucial
to defining the 3D geometric primitive,solid. They areoverlaps,
meets, intersectsand touches. Let f1 = {s10,s11, ...,s1,m−1} and
f2 = {s20,s21, ...,s2,l−1} be twofacets wheres1 j = (p1 j1, p1 j2) ∀ j
∈ {0, ...,m−1} ands2 j = (p2 j1, p2 j2) ∀ j ∈ {0, ..., l −1}. Theover-
laps operation between twofacets indicates whether part of their
interiors coincide. Thus, twofacets overlapwhen they arecopla-
nar and apoint (i.e., an endpoint) of at least one boundarysegment
of one of thefacets is in the otherfacet. Thus,

overlaps: facet× facet→ bool
f1 overlaps f2 ⇔ (i) f1 coplanar f2 ∧

(ii) ∃s1 j ∈ f1 : (p1 j1 in f2)
∨ (p1 j2 in f2)

∨ ∃s2 j ∈ f2 : (p2 j1 in f1)
∨ (p2 j2 in f1).

The meetsoperation forfacets will be very important in defining
solid. Two facets meetif they have boundarysegments which are
equal. Equivalently, we could say that they have at least one com-
mon segment. When twofacets meet, the two boundarysegments
must beequal and not merelyoverlap. Furthermore, they have
nothing else in common besidessegments that areequal. We will
handle the case of when the two boundarysegments overlap later
in a different predicate calledincident. This makes our definition
of meetsmore restricted than the predicate usually called meets in
the 9-intersection model. We find this restriction necessary in order
to definesolid.

meets: facet× facet→ bool
f1 meets f2 ⇔ (i) ¬ ( f1 overlaps f2)

∧ ¬ ( f2 overlaps f1) ∧
(ii) ∃s1i ∈ f1,∃s2 j ∈ f2 :

s1i = s2 j ∧
(iii) ¬ (∃s1i ∈ f1,∃s2 j ∈ f2 :

s1i overlaps s2 j
∧ s1i intersects s2 j
∧ s1i touches s2 j).

The facets intersectif they have at least one commonsegmentin
their interiors. Therefore,facets thatintersectcannot becoplanar.
It is correct to refer to their intersection as containing asegment
becausesegmentis rationally defined as we show in Section 4.

intersects: facet×facet→ bool
f1 intersects f2 ⇔ (∃s1 j ∈ f1 : s1 j intersects f2)

∨ (∃s2 j ∈ f2 : s2 j intersects f1)
∨ ((∃s1 j ∈ f1 : s1 j tangent f2)

∧ (∃s2 j ∈ f2 : s2 j tangent f1)).

Onefacet touchesanother when a singlepoint of one of thefacets
is in the interior of the otherfacet. This can only happen when a
point (i.e., an endpoint) of a boundarysegmentof one of thefacets
is in the otherfacet. Themeetspredicate does not allow an entire
boundarysegmentto be insidethe otherfacet. Thebrushespredi-
cate, which we will define later, allows a boundarysegmentof one
facetto beinsidethe otherfacet.

touches: facet× facet→ bool
f1 touches f2 ⇔

(i) ¬ ( f1 overlaps f2)
∧ ¬ ( f1 intersects f2) ∧

(ii) (∃s1i ∈ f1 : s1i touches f2)
∨ (∃s2i ∈ f2 : s2i touches f1).

 meets

 incident

Figure 2: Predicates between twofacets

They areincidentwhen a boundarysegmentfrom bothoverlap.

incident : facet× facet→ bool
f1 incident f2 ⇔

(i) ¬ ( f1 overlaps f2) ∧
(ii) (∃s1i ∈ f1 : s1i incident f2)

∨ (∃s2i ∈ f2 : s2i incident f1).

They aretangentif their boundaries have a common point.

tangent: facet× facet→ bool
f1 tangent f2 ⇔

(i) ¬ ( f1 overlaps f2)
∧ ¬ ( f1 intersects f2) ∧

(ii) (∃s1i ∈ f1 : s1i tangent f2)
∨ (∃s2i ∈ f2 : s2i tangent f1).

The twofacetsbrushif part of one or moresegments of onefacetlie
in the interior of the otherfacetwhen thefacets are notcoplanar.

brushes: facet× facet→ bool
f1 brushes f2 ⇔ (i) ¬ ( f1 coplanar f2)

∧ ¬ ( f1 intersects f2) ∧
(ii) (∃s1i ∈ f1 : s1i inside f2

∨ s1i overlaps f2)
∨ (∃s2i ∈ f2 : s2i inside f1

∨ s2i overlaps f1).



Moreover, twofacets aredisjoint if they have no points in common.
That is, when they aredisjoint, they do notoverlap, meet, intersect,
touchor brushor are notincidentor tangent.

Finally, we define theintersectionoperation for twofacets. It
yieldspoints andsegments as its result. Its signature indicates this:

intersection: facet× facet
→{s | s∈ point ∪ segment}.

The intersectionoperation is critical for the definition ofsolid. To
define theintersectionof two facets we determine thepoint set of
the line formed by the intersection of the supporting planesof the
two facets and confine the point set to thefacets themselves. In
doing so, we use theintersectionoperation for asegmentand a
facet. The result is a set ofpoints andsegments that are all collinear.
Supposes1i = (p1i1, p1i2) ands1 j = (p1 j1, p1 j2) are boundaryseg-
ments of facet f1 such thatp1i1 = (x3,y3,z3), p1i2 = (x4,y4,z4) and
p1 j1 = (x5,y5,z5). Suppose further thats2i = (p2i1, p2i2) ands2 j =
(p2 j1, p2 j2) are boundarysegments of facet f2 such thatp2i1 =
(x6,y6,z6), p2i2 = (x7,y7,z7) and p2 j1 = (x8,y8,z8). Assume that
the twofacets are notcoplanar.

To give the semantics of this operation, we start by defining a
function that gives thepoint set for the line formed by the support-
ing planes of thefacets. We will need this function when we put
into lexicographic order the boundarypoints of segments in the in-
tersection. In the equations that define thispoint set,Γ1, ∆1, Φ1,
Ψ1, Γ2, ∆2, Φ2 andΨ2 are the coefficients and constant terms in
the general equations of the two supporting planes.

line : facet× facet →{p | p∈ point}
line( f1, f2) = {p = (x,y,z) | ∀t ∈ Qrepr,

x = x0 + lt ,y = y0 +mt,z= z0 +nt}

where
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and Ψ2 = Γ2x6 +∆2y6 +Φ2z6.

Next, we get the places where thefacets intersect in a singlepoint
which we denote as the setPp. For this purpose, we define the set
Sp which is the set of all boundarysegments in one of thefacets
that make contact with the otherfacetat the places where thefacets
intersectin apoint. Let

Sp = {s∈ f1∪ f2 |
(i) f1 touches f2 ∨ f1 tangent f2
(ii) ∃i ∈ {1,2} : s touches fi ∨ s tangent fi}

and let

Pp = {intersection(s, f1) | s∈ Sp}
∪ {intersection(s, f2) | s∈ Sp}.

We will eventually put thepoint set Pp in the intersectionof the
two facets. Before we do that, however, we determine the places
where thefacets intersect in asegment. This is the setPs. To do so,
we define the setSs which contains all boundarysegments in one
of the facets thatintersectthe otherfacetat the places where the
facets intersectin a segment. Let

Ss = {s∈ f1∪ f2 |
(i) f1 meets f2 ∨ f1 intersects f2

∨ f1 incident f2∨ f1 brushes f2
(ii) ∃i ∈ {1,2} : s meets fi ∨ s intersects fi

∨ s touches fi ∨ s incident fi
∨ s tangent fi}

and let

Ps = {intersection(s, f1) | s∈ Ss}
∪ {intersection(s, f2) | s∈ Ss}.

Lastly, take thepointsPs, reorder them in lexicographic order along
the line( f1, f2). We denote the reordered set asPo. It must have an
even number ofpoints because all of itspoints come from places
where the boundary of onefacet must go through the otherfacet
and, therefore, must come back through the otherfacetagain. Thus,

Po = {{p1, p2, ..., pk} |
k is even∧ ∀i ∈ {1,2, ...,k} : pi ∈ Ps}.

Furthermore, every pair ofpoints represents asegmentin the inter-
sectionof the twofacets. Thus, forPo = {p1, p2, ..., pk}, let

So = {(p1, p2),(p3, p4), ...,(pk−1, pk)}.

So contains thesegments in the intersectionof the facets. Thus,
recalling thatPp is the set of singlepoints in theintersection,

intersection( f1, f2) = Pp ∪ So.

This definition ofintersectioninsures that theintersectionis empty
when the twofacets do notmeet, intersect, touchor brushor are
not incidentor tangent.



3.3 The Primitive solid
As we begin the discussion of the geometric primitivesolid, we

emphasize that while the abstract data typevolumemust provide
for holes,solid does not need them. A 3D object with a hole is not
a primitive. Rather, we would represent such an object in computer
memory by using two primitives.

Just like we usedsegments to definefacet, we now usefacets
to definesolid. The segments that define afacet essentially give
the boundary of thefacetand we assume thefacet to be inside the
boundary. Thesegments are connected in a way that theymeetin
pairs so that they enclose the area which is thefacet. Similarly, we
shall define asolid by using connectedfacets thatmeetat bound-
ary segments so that they enclose a section of 3D space. Thus,
the enclosingfacets are the boundary of asolid. Furthermore, the
boundaryfacets and the 3D space enclosed by them are thesolid.
Note that not just any collection of connectedfacets defines asolid.
If a collection of connectedfacets does not enclose a section of 3D
space, it is simply asurface. For a collection offacets to define a
solid, everyfacetin the collection mustmeetexactly one otherfacet
in the collection at everyone of its boundarysegments. No bound-
ary segmentin a facet can fail to be involved inmeetinganother
facet. More formally,

solid = {{ f0, f1, ..., fn} |
(i) ∀i ∈ {0, ...,n} : fi ∈ facet

with fi = {si0,si1, ...,si,m−1}
(ii) ∀i ∈ {0, ...,n},∀sik ∈ fi ,

∃ j ∈ {0, ...,n} with j 6= i :
( fi meets fj )
∧ sik ∈ intersection( fi , f j )

(iii) No more than two off0, f1, ...,
and fn meetat any onesegment}.

There is such a large proliferation of operations involvingsolids
that, by themselves, they would fill a large part of this paper. There
are operations betweenpoints andsolids, betweensegments and
solids, betweenfacets andsolids and between twosolids. Predi-
cates forpoints andsolids are similar to what we have seen between
points and the other two primitives:on, inandout. Examples of op-
erations forsegments andsolids aremeets, intersects, touches, inci-
dent, tangent, insideandoutside(disjoint). Examples of operations
for facets andsolids aremeets, intersects, cuts, touches, incident,
tangent, brushes, inside, outside(disjoint), cutaboveandcutbelow.
Finally, examples of operations involving twosolids areequals, not
equals, meets, joins, intersects, incident, connects, links, tangent,
brushes, inside, contains, disjoint andintersection.

Due to space limitations, however, we cannot include the defini-
tions of operations ofsolid. For the same reason, we also cannot
include the specification of directional predicates such asabove,
below, rightside, leftside, beforeandbehind.

Thus, the four geometric primitives in 3D arepoint, segment,
facetandsolid. The definition ofpoint uses a rational coordinate.
Furthermore, we usepoints to build asegment, segments to build
a facet and facets to build asolid. Therefore, all four geometric
primitives, point, segment, facetandsolid have a rational specifi-
cation. We are about to show in Section 4 that the four primitives
are closed under intersection up to the limits of computer memory.
Once we have done so, it paves the way to implement a 3D spa-
tial database system that relies on arbitrary precision rational arith-
metic rather than on realms or dual grids. Hence, we completely
eliminate the need to use realms or dual grids. In effect, a rational
implementation results in an arbitrarily fine grid. This introduces
greater exactness of computation to a spatial database system.

Because of the closure problems of extending realms to 3D that
we noted in Section 2, comparison of the efficiency of a rational
implementation of a 3D system is not crucial when considering its
robustness. We still state, however, that we believe that a ratio-
nal implementation saves execution time when compared witha
hypothetical extension of realms to 3D. This is because a rational
implementation does not need the redrawing and enveloping pro-
cess required by realms and dual grids, not to speak of the pre-
and post-processing algorithms required by the enhanced form of
dual grids. Most of the operations involving our rationallyspecified
primitives involve only mathematical formulas that require constant
time. This benefit is partially offset because we assume thatarith-
metic will be performed by an arbitrary precision rational number
system where the lengths of numbers can vary. We feel, though,
that the problems of realms and dual grids that we have previously
mentioned more than outweigh the complexities introduced by ar-
bitrary precision rational arithmetic. Therefore, greater robustness
results from the rational implementation of geometric primitives.

4. THE RATIONAL CLOSURE OF INTER-
SECTIONS IN THREE DIMENSIONS

We now proceed to discuss the closure of 3D geometric prim-
itives under intersection operations. We will prove that intersec-
tions involving rationally specifiedsegments andfacets are rational.
Taken together with the closure of rational arithmetic, theclosure
of intersections means that a closed system results, as far as spa-
tial operations are concerned, up to the limit of the precision with
which computer memory can store rational numbers. This provides
for a large amount of robustness in a 3D spatial database system.
We need not consider other spatial operations such as union,dif-
ference and symmetric difference as the proofs of the closures of
those operations follow from the closure of intersections.

Note that considering the intersection of a line and a plane or two
lines amounts to considering the intersection between asegment
and afacetor between twosegments. However, the intersection of
two facets is different from the intersection of two planes. Thus,
the specific intersections we will consider are of a line and aplane,
of two lines and of twofacets. All other intersections, including all
that involvesolids, can be easily derived using these three results.

4.1 The Intersection of a Line and a Plane
We first prove that the intersection of a rationally specifiedline

and plane in 3D is rational. We do this first because the proofs
involving the other intersections depend on this one. Indeed, once
this proof is given, the proofs for the other two intersections follow
fairly quickly.

Let (x1,y1,z1) and(x2,y2,z2) be rational points defining a line.
We will work with the equations of a 3D line in parametric form.
The parametric equations of a line are

x = x1 + lt y = y1 +mt z= z1 +nt (1)

wherel ,m,n are the direction cosines for the line defined by (x1,
y1, z1) and(x2,y2,z2). The direction cosines are

l =
x2−x1

d
m=

y2−y1

d
n =

z2−z1

d
(2)

where d =
√

(x2−x1)2 +(y2−y1)2 +(z2−z1)2. (3)

The intercept form of the definition of a plane in 3D is
x
a

+
y
b

+
z
c

= 1 (4)

wherea,b andc are thex,y andz intercepts of the plane.



Now, suppose(x0,y0,z0) is the point where the line and the plane
intersect. Lett0 be thet in the parametric equations at the intersec-
tion point(x0,y0,z0). Then, the equations 1 and 4 at the intersection
point (x0,y0,z0) are

x0 = x1 + lt0 y0 = y1 +mt0 z0 = z1 +nt0 (5)

x0

a
+

y0

b
+

z0

c
= 1. (6)

The resulting equations 5 and 6 are a system of four equationsin
the four variablesx0,y0,z0,t0 which correspond to the intersection
point (x0,y0,z0). We solve it by substitution starting with plugging
the equations 5 into equation 6.

x1 + lt0
a

+
y1 +mt0

b
+

z1 +nt0
c

= 1

⇒
lt0
a

+
mt0
b

+
nt0
c

= 1−
x1

a
−

y1

b
−

z1

c

⇒ t0
( l

a
+

m
b

+
n
c

)

= 1−
x1

a
−

y1

b
−

z1

c

⇒ t0 =
1−

x1

a
−

y1

b
−

z1

c
l
a

+
m
b

+
n
c

Now we can plug the resulting formula fort0 back into equations 5
to get the coordinates at the intersection point(x0,y0,z0).

x0 = x1 + l

(

1−
x1

a
−

y1

b
−

z1

c
l
a

+
m
b

+
n
c

)

(7)

y0 = y1 +m

(

1−
x1

a
−

y1

b
−

z1

c
l
a

+
m
b

+
n
c

)

(8)

z0 = z1 +n

(

1−
x1

a
−

y1

b
−

z1

c
l
a

+
m
b

+
n
c

)

(9)

The only variables that can produce irrational results in the equa-
tions 7 to 9 arel ,m,n, the direction cosines, anda,b andc, thex,y
and z intercepts of the plane. Everything else in these equations
involves coordinates that we assume to be rational.

Let us first look at the direction cosinesl ,m,n in the equations
7 to 9. The thing that suggests the possibility of irrationalresults
from the direction cosines are the square roots seen in the equations
2 and 3 that define the direction cosines. However, the following
discussion shows that the square roots all cancel each other. We
will use d from equation 3 to represent the square root. Observe
what happens to the denominator of the equations 7 to 9.

l
a

+
m
b

+
n
c

=
(x2−x1)/d

a
+

(y2−y1)/d
b

+
(z2−z1)/d

c

=
1
d

(

(x2−x1)

a
+

(y2−y1)

b
+

(z2−z1)

c

)

Thus, 1
d factors out of the denominator of all of the equations for

the intersection coordinates (equations 7 to 9). Now, note that there
is a direction cosine as a coefficient to the fractions in all these
equations. Thus, the numerator in each equation for a coordinate
also has a1d factor. Thus, the two factors cancel each other elimi-
nating the square rootd from the intersection coordinate equations.
Thus, the direction cosinesl ,m,n do not introduce an irrational
component to the intersection coordinates.

Next, we will show that thex,y andz interceptsa,b andc must
be rational. Let(x3,y3,z3),(x4,y4,z4) and (x5,y5,z5) be rational
coordinates defining the plane. Then, plugging these coordinates
into equation 4 we get

x3

a
+

y3

b
+

z3

c
= 1

x4

a
+

y4

b
+

z4

c
= 1

x5

a
+

y5

b
+

z5

c
= 1.

This is a system of three linear equations for1
a, 1

b and 1
c . There-

fore, Cramer’s Rule gives as solutions
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Determinants are completely evaluated using additions, subtrac-
tions and multiplications. Also, we use a division of determinants
to determine1

a, 1
b and 1

c . Since the rational numbers are closed
under arithmetic, equations 10 and 11 show thata,b andc must be
rational.

So, we have shown that the direction cosinesl ,m,n do not in-
troduce an irrational component to the intersection coordinates and
that x,y andz intercepts of the plane must be rational. Thus, the
equations 7 to 9 give rational coordinates of the intersection. So,
a line and plane in 3D defined using rational numbers must havea
rational intersection.

4.2 The Intersection of Two Lines
Next, we prove that two rationally specified intersecting lines in

3D have a rational intersection. Suppose we have two intersecting
lines in 3D which are defined using rational points. Let(x1,y1,z1)
and(x2,y2,z2) be the rational points defining one of the lines and let
(x3,y3,z3) and(x4,y4,z4) be the rational points defining the other
line. Furthermore, let(x0,y0,z0) be the point where they inter-
sect. Choose any other rational point(x5,y5,z5) that is not copla-
nar with the two lines. Then, the points(x1,y1,z1), (x2,y2,z2) and
(x5,y5,z5) rationally specify a plane. Furthermore, the line defined
by (x3,y3,z3) and (x4,y4,z4) intersects this plane at(x0,y0,z0).
Both the plane and the line are rationally specified. Thus, bythe
result of the previous subsection (Subsection 4.1),(x0,y0,z0) must
be rational. This point, however, is the point at which the two lines
intersect. Thus, the two lines have a rational intersection.



4.3 The Intersection of Twofacets
Finally, we prove that twofacets have a rational intersection.

First of all, note that bothfacets involved in such an intersection
have rationally defined supporting planes. This is because we de-
fined the endpoints of thesegments forming the boundaries offacets
to have rational coordinates. Afacet must have at least three of
these rational endpoints (and, in fact, probably has many more).
Thus, the supporting planes are rationally defined.

Secondly, recall that there can be bothpoints andsegments in the
intersection of twofacets. Therefore, when considering the inter-
section of twofacets, there are two cases. There is the case when
there are only points in the intersection and the case when the in-
tersection includes segments. When there are only points inthe
intersection, they must occur at places where thefacets touch or
are tangent. When an intersection point is produced because the
facets touch, it must occur at the endpoint of a rationally defined
segment. The endpoints ofsegments arepoints and, therefore, ra-
tional. When an intersection point is where the twofacets aretan-
gent, it must occur where twosegments of thefacets intersector
touch. In either situation, the previous subsection (Subsection4.2)
shows that the intersection is rational. Thus, the points inthe in-
tersection of thefacets are rational. Observe that, when there are
more than two of these intersection points, they must be on the
same line. This line is the intersection of the supporting planes of
the twofacets. The line of intersection of the supporting planes is
therefore rationally defined (i.e., has at least two rational coordi-
nates).

Suppose there are one or more line segments at the intersection
of the facets. To show that the intersection is rational amounts to
showing that the supporting line of the line segments formedby
the intersection of thefacets is rationally defined. Two boundary
segments of thefacets must intersect the supporting line at separate
points. Now, suppose both intersecting boundarysegments of a
facetcross the otherfacetat an endpoint. These two endpoints are
rational. Since they lie on the supporting line of the intersection of
the facets, the line is rationally defined.

Let us assume therefore that the intersections do not occur at an
endpoint of thesegments. Thus, they occur in the interior of the
two segments crossing thefacets. Bothsegments and bothfacets
are rationally defined. So, by Subsection 4.1, the points at the in-
tersection of thesegments and the supporting planes of thefacets
are rational. Both of these points, however, are in the supporting
line at the intersection of thefacets. Thus, the supporting line is
rationally defined implying that thefacets have a rational intersec-
tion. (Now, the situations where onesegmentintersects afacetat
an endpoint and the other in its interior follow from these results.)

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have given a design of robust three-dimensional

geometric primitives. Their robustness comes from the use of ra-
tional numbers to specify them. We have compared our design for
the primitives with extensions from two dimensions of simplicial
complexes, realms and dual grids (near the beginning and at the
end of Section 3). This has included reviewing the potentialof ra-
tional arithmetic and discussing the amount of representable num-
bers, time requirements and the rational closure of intersections of
the primitives.

In the future, we need to complete the definitions of the opera-
tions for the geometric primitives, especially those involving solid,
those that yield another primitive as their result and thosethat are
directional predicates. We also need to investigate the storage re-
quirements of our primitives compared to 3D extensions of realms

and dual grids. Thirdly, we have developed a rational numbersys-
tem that allows number representations of arbitrary, finitelength
and called it RATIO. We have not discussed RATIO in this pa-
per. Thus, in the future, we need to document and present RATIO.
Finally, we need to use our primitives to implement the abstract
three-dimensional spatial data types in a spatial databasesystem.
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